
You can postpone making a selection on the best Sleep Experts for an eternity, but what
does that really achieve? It’s just a timewasting tactic that buys very little and may cost a
large amount. The wiser approach is to carefully review your choices and single out the one
that has the most positives going for it.

Babies aren’t born knowing how to put themselves to sleep when they’re tired or how to
wake up when they’re well-rested. This is all learned behavior. If your newborn sleeps like a
vampire all day and is up all night long, or if she’s exhibiting other common infant sleep
patterns like frequent night wakings, restless sleeping or early waking, it’s all completely
normal. Her sleep patterns will evolve as she grows. Blackout shades and a white-noise
machine transform a nursery into a womb-like environment and muffle the noise and light
from outside. Half of a baby's sleep is REM, or rapid eye movement. This is the light-sleep
stage in which dreams occur, so it can seem as if almost anything will wake him. Many
infants need help making the transition from being awake to falling asleep, which is really a
prolongation of the bedtime ritual that conditions baby that sleep is expected to soon follow.
It is important that your baby is neither too hot or too cold. The chance of SIDS is higher in
babies who get too hot. Room temperature should be between 16-20°C, with light bedding or
a lightweight well-fitting baby sleep bag that is comfortable and safe for sleeping babies. It
can be difficult to judge a room's temperature, so a room thermometer is a useful
investment. During the summertime, you’re likely to be out and about most of the time. While
you’re exploring and enjoying the warm weather, it’s important that you try to maintain a
regular nap schedule for your mini-me. Sleep – it’s what babies do best isn’t it? After all we
talk about “sleeping like a baby” to describe a good night’s sleep. But how much sleep do
babies need? And how can you get them to sleep through the night?



For babies aged six months to a year, night feeds may no longer be necessary and some
babies will sleep for up to 12 hours at night. Teething discomfort or hunger may wake some
babies during the night. If your child is still nursing or bottle-feeding, their final feeding should
occur thirty minutes before bedtime (unless feeding your baby usually takes longer than ten
to fifteen minutes, in which case start about forty minutes before bedtime). Most 8-11
week-olds take 3-5 naps everyday. Your baby’s nap length will determine how many naps he
takes. If he always naps less than one hour, he’ll need more naps to make it through the day.



If he takes long naps of 1+ hours, he’ll need fewer naps. Limiting day sleep to what they
need as per their age will help night sleep. This may mean you need to wake them for naps
but many still need a good chunk of day sleep before age three years. Whether its
something specific like Ferber Method or really anything baby sleep related, a baby sleep
consultant can guide you to find a sleep solution as individual as your baby is.

Make The Environment Look Different At Night-time
Instead of “just making it through” in a zombie-like, sleep-deprived state during the day, you
will have the energy to proactively parent your child in terms of play and conversation with
your baby. No matter how well your sleep training is going, your baby won’t be able to fall or
stay asleep if it’s time for a nappy change, your baby is hungry, too hot or cold or in any way
uncomfortable. Some babies will roll onto their stomachs. You should always place your
baby to sleep on the back, but if your baby is comfortable rolling both ways (back to tummy,
tummy to back), then you do not have to return your baby to the back. If your baby has a
restless night, take inventory of unsettling circumstances that may occur during the day: Are
you too busy? Are the daycare and the daycare provider the right match for your baby?
Does your baby spend a lot of time being held and in-arms by a nurturant caregiver, or is he
more of a “crib baby” during the day? Intentionally waking your baby is an essential step in
teaching her the skill of self-soothing (falling back to sleep on his or her own after being
jolted awake by a ringing phone or passing truck). And don’t worry. You’ll be able to help her
slide back into sleep in no time even before she learns self-soothing once you master the
skill of turning on her calming reflex. For Sleep Consultant Training Course guidance it may
be useful to enlist the services of a sleep consultant.

Mothers often struggle with babies crying more deeply than fathers (although I do get dads
who hate hearing their baby cry even more than their female partner does). A new mother’s
amygdala—the part of the brain responsible for memory and decision-making—increases in
activity, driving her to be extremely sensitive to her baby’s needs, and related hormones
generate positive feelings when she takes care of her baby. This hormonal reward system
feels good and keeps mothers doting and caring. Babies often snooze after feeds, no matter
how much you prod and play with them. And before bedtime, you’ll certainly want to fill your
little guy’s tummy right to prolong his sleep. It is fine to swaddle your baby. However, make
sure that the baby is always on his or her back when swaddled. The swaddle should not be
too tight or make it hard for the baby to breathe or move his or her hips. When your baby
looks like he or she is trying to roll over, you should stop swaddling. Your baby may well be
hungry but at this age it’s more likely he’s learned to be hungry during the night because you
feed him. You need to try and re-adjust the balance, so he gets more food during the day
and less at night, eventually cutting out night feeds altogether. Gradually give him less milk
when he wakes at night and more milk and solids during the day. You could try rocking your
baby or walking around with them. If this doesn’t work you may want to try taking them out in
the pram or out in the car to help her get to sleep. The motion will usually help your baby drift
off and can be a great technique especially to help your baby nap during the daytime. Sleep
consultants support hundreds of families every year, assisting with things such as Sleep
Training using gentle, tailored methods.

https://thedaddysleepconsultant.com/ferber-method-sleep-training/
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Stretching Your Baby’s Sleep And Yours
Night waking is important as it helps reduce the risk of sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS)
and sharing a room with baby helps baby wake during the night. It also helps when
breastfeeding as the milk supply is developed by feeds placed between midnight and
4.00am. It may not be the first thing you think of in those first few days at home, but experts
say you can actually start a bedtime routine with baby from day one. This doesn’t have to be
anything rigid or formal, but rather just a series of steps you follow to prepare baby for sleep.
Babies are noisy sleepers, prone to grunting, wheezing, whining and even crying in their
sleep. Most nocturnal noises are nothing to worry about; even the occasional cry or shout
doesn't mean you should rush to your baby. A baby’s first year of life is filled with a great
number of milestones. Sleeping through the night on a regular basis may be one that
parents look forward to the most. If your little guy falls asleep before you place him in the
crib, wake him a tiny bit after you put him down. You can do this by changing his diaper,
tickling him, or putting your cool hand on his head. He should open his eyes for several
seconds, or at least moan and push your hand away a couple of times, and then settle
himself back into sleep. If you're looking for a compassionate, effective and evidence-based
approach to sleep or just advice on one thing like 4 Month Sleep Regression then a baby
sleep specialist will be able to help you.

Start by transitioning baby to their cot when they’re drowsy and not fully asleep yet. You can
stand nearby and rub their back or reassure them that you’re right there if they start to fuss.
And if they continue crying, it’s OK to pick them up again and lull them back to sleep. Just
start by introducing the fact that their crib is a safe space and can be just as cozy as mom or
dad’s arms. You need to look at what you and your spouse like, because more often than
not, what you like is what the baby will like. Although the baby is going to grow into his own
self, you are your past and you are your family, genetically as well as environmentally. The
important thing is to stay confident and consistent and gently help your baby to adjust to
falling asleep on their own - and in their own time. If you're reading this through bleary eyes
and the fog of fatigue, try to be patient with yourself and your little night owl. It's a good idea
to sleep when your baby sleeps if you can and get help from loved ones to prevent extreme
exhaustion. For those times when you can get a quick snatch of sleep but aren’t quite feeling
the urge, you may reach for medications to help you conk out faster. But be wary of reaching
for meds flippantly, especially without the green light from your doctor. A sleep consultant will
take a holistic approach to create a sleeping system that you can manage and one which
takes into account How To Become A Sleep Consultant as well as the needs of the baby and
considerations of each family member.

Baby Sleeping Safety Tips
Of course everyone has an opinion on babies and sleep - you’ll be told you’re spoiling you're
child, not to rock them to sleep, to co-sleep or not to co-sleep, to put baby to bed
earlier/later/offer a dream feed/don’t offer a dream feed. The mix of advice can be more
exhausting than the tiredness itself. There are two schools of thought on the best way to put
babies to sleep: the parent-soothing method and the self-soothing method. Both have
advantages and possible disadvantages. Some parents choose to co-sleep with their baby in
places such as on a mat, on a futon, on a water bed, an air mattress or on blankets and

https://thedaddysleepconsultant.com/what-is-the-4-month-sleep-regression/
https://thesleepconsultantacademy.com/


duvets on the floor. The risks associated with these alternative sleeping arrangements are
significantly higher. These sleeping arrangements are therefore not recommended. Consider
swaddling your baby at night so their arms and legs don’t move and wake them. You can
also try putting them to sleep in a small crib, so they feel snug and secure. You must get
used to the fact that your baby will wake at night and need you. That doesn’t mean there is
anything wrong with the baby, or with your parenting. It’s a myth that some babies are ‘good’
sleepers and some are ‘bad, but there are positive things you can do to help everyone
through this sleep-deprived stage. If you need guidance on Sleep Regression then let a
sleep consultant support you in unlocking your child's potential, with their gentle, empathetic
approach to sleep.

Newborn babies will wake up to be fed. Your baby will sleep for 1 to 3 hours until their next
feed. Their sleep time gets longer as they get older. Their tummy influences their body clock.
If you feel like dummies are becoming a barrier to sleep and you are doing the ‘dummy run’
10 times a night because your baby can’t get themselves back to sleep then it is obviously
causing some sleep problems. This behaviour may start at around 12 weeks when you will
see a change in how your baby sleeps. Softer lighting help trigger your baby's body to
produce melatonin, but it will also act as a visual cue, so your baby knows that it's time to
wind down. Check out extra facts on the topic of Sleep Experts at this NHS page.
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